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Why I became a 
Landscape Architect







infrastructure…health…public realm…residential…workspace and commercial…
education…higher education…landscape planning…masterplanning…



Healthcare



“The Healing 

Landscape”

The concept of 

therapeutic 

landscape 
design specifically for 

healthcare projects







Tree facts



Trees arrived 385 million years ago



13.2% cover in UK1000 BC Woodland covered most of the UK



• 13.2% cover in UK half of this is native the rest commercial forestry 
the least wooded country in Europe

13.2% cover in UK



Great Bristlecone Pine  
Pinus longaeva

5,070 

years



Fortingall yew in Perthshire

Fortingall yew -

Taxus baccata

2,000-3,000 

years



Introduction to trees tree most famous

The Major Oak

Quercus robur



The Dark Hedges, 
Ballymoney



How many species does an 
oak tree support?

2,300



What does a tree do for us – climate change 
wood wide web

Underneath this autumnal 
floor, there’s a hidden world



What is your favourite tree?



Tewkesbury Abbey Beech 

Fagus sylvatica Purpurea



What do trees do for us?



20 Benefits 

“Trees are essential to the 
future of the planet.”

Sir David Attenborough

Environmental

Health

Biodiversity



1 Trees provide oxygen



2  Trees remove harmful gases



3 Trees remove airborne particulates



4 Trees affect weather patterns



5 Cool our urban areas



City of Birmingham



6 Stabilize the Soil 
to Prevent Erosion



7 Reduce and prevent 
water pollution



8 Trees can reduce the risk 
of flooding by up to 20%



a single young tree planted in a 

small pit over an impermeable 

asphalt surface can reduce rain 

runoff by around 60%, even during 

winter when not in leaf



Sheffield Sustainable 
Urban Drainage



9 Reduce noise pollution



What does a tree do for us – Trees sequester 
carbon
•

10 Sequester carbon



11 Construction materials

•



Living closer to green space - within 300m people live longer

12 Trees are great 
for our health



a high number of street trees close to 
the home is related to lower numbers 
of local prescriptions for 
antidepressants, even when 
controlling for a wide range of factors, 
such as deprivation



13 A source of medicine



What does a tree do for us – improved 
community adhesion14 Tree encourage 

social support



15 Provide food for us 
and for wildlife



16 Urban trees support 
a rich and diverse range 
of wildlife 



17 Neighbourhoods with trees are 
less likely to suffer from crime

https://twitter.com/jonburkeUK/status/1398309444837064707/photo/1


18 Tree lined streets 
increase property 
values



19Trees rejuvenate 
towns and cities



Impact of trees 
on our town



Langley 
Sutton Coldfield



Bournville Village 



20 Commerce



The death of Sutton town centre



High streets in 
Hammersmith and 
Fulham



High street in Bath



High street in Bath



Why you
should 
plant a 

tree 



Bird Cherry Crab Apple Rowan
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